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The current investigation adopted high variability phonetic training with additional audiovisual input and adaptive

acoustic exaggeration to examine the role of talker variability. Sixty native Chinese-speaking adults were randomly

assigned to a multiple-talker (MT) training group, a single-talker (ST) training group, and a control (CTRL) group

without training. The target sounds were the English /i/-/ɪ/ contrast, delivered in 7 sessions using minimal pair word

lists. Pre- and post-tests employed natural word identification, synthetic phoneme identification, and word produc-

tion. Unlike the CTRL group, both training groups showed significant identification improvements, and the effects

generalized to novel talkers and new phonetic contexts. Although training did not improve speech intelligibility,

there was a significant gain in the use of the primary spectral cues and a decrease in the secondary durational

cue. No differences were observed between the MT and ST groups. By removing the “enhancement” features,
however, the training program with independent samples was able to verify the advantages of MTover ST training.

These results provide the first evidence for the efficacy of other facilitative training features, independent of talker

variability, in retuning second language learners’ attention to critical acoustic cues for the target speech contrast

and producing transfer of learning.

� 2021 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The phonological system of a second language (L2) can
present an insurmountable challenge for adult learners. A
great many laboratory studies have embarked on adult learn-
ing of nonnative speech contrasts, showing that at least some
nonnative contrasts can be acquired in adulthood given inten-
sive “enriched” linguistic exposure. Specifically, one line of
research has focused on determining conditions under which
robust learning can occur. There was compelling evidence
for the effectiveness of a training technique referred to as
high-variability phonetic training (HVPT), which utilizes natural
speech stimuli in multiple phonetic contexts produced by mul-
tiple talkers (e.g., Lively et al., 1993; Logan et al., 1991). Of sig-
nificance, the perceptual gains induced by HVPT can be
generalized to novel stimuli and transferred to production, with
the effects being retained even after several months (Bradlow
et al., 1997, 1999; Lively et al., 1994). The efficacy of HVPT is
assumed to arise from perceptual benefits of acoustic–pho-
netic variability in inputs which allow L2 learners to develop
abstract phonemic representations by ignoring (or being
desensitized to) irrelevant talker-specific cues to the contrast
distinction (Deng et al., 2018; Iverson et al., 2005; Ylinen
et al., 2010).

However, there is currently a lack of agreement as to what
specific sources of the acoustic–phonetic variability in HVPT
lead to the successful learning and generalization outcomes.
Earlier research has established that the use of multiple talkers
as a source of variability in HVPT is more effective than single-
talker inputs, especially in terms of generalization of learning.
For instance, Lively et al. (1993) trained Japanese adults in
the one-talker versus the five-talker conditions to identify the
English /r/-/l/ contrast while keeping phonetic context variability
the same. Although both groups showed improved perfor-
mance after training, only the multiple-talker group success-
fully generalized learning to stimuli produced by a new talker.
More recently, however, a growing body of evidence has
revealed mixed results regarding this benefit of talker variabil-
ity. Some studies showed that training with single-talker
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speech was also effective in producing generalization effects
but greater talker variability further facilitated the generalization
outcome (Perrachione et al., 2011; Wong, 2014). Other studies
demonstrated that training with single talker versus multiple
talkers led to equivalent amounts of generalization (Dong
et al., 2019; Giannakopoulou et al., 2017). Researchers have
proposed that beneficial effects of greater talker variability
might be blocked under certain conditions. For example, the
effectiveness of talker variability may be task-sensitive. That
is, it may not be as effective in improving learners’ discrimina-
tion abilities as it does to identification abilities in that the dis-
crimination task may tap into different aspects of perception
from the identification task (Giannakopoulou et al., 2017;
Iverson et al., 2012; Sadakata & Mcqueen, 2013). In other
cases, greater talker variability is argued to incur additional
processing costs compared to single-talker speech, and these
impacts appear to diminish learning outcomes for those per-
ceptually weak or immature learners as well as novice learners
(Chang & Bowles, 2015; Perrachione et al., 2011; Wayland &
Guion, 2004).

It bears noting that in most of the aforementioned studies,
single-talker training produced generalization effects for learn-
ers, though in some cases it did not achieve the same extent of
efficacy as the multiple-talker training. As the benefit of talker
variability is presumed to result from learners’ overcoming
and overriding talker-specific variability in coding the abstract
phonetic categories of the target speech contrast, we believe
that other sources of irrelevant acoustic variability in the
single-talker speech may also be able to produce equivalent
generalization effects. This idea has found support from devel-
opmental research. For instance, Galle et al. (2015) increased
overall acoustic variability by using a single talker who
attempted to maximize variability in productions to test infants’
vocabulary learning. Results demonstrated that the infants
succeeded without multiple talkers. This is consistent with an
earlier study by Rost and McMurray (2010), which showed that
noncontrastive (i.e., phonologically irrelevant) variability was
more supportive of vocabulary learning for infants than variabil-
ity in contrastive acoustic–phonetic cues, though the noncon-
trastive variability in Rost and McMurray’s (2010) study
stemmed from the use of multiple talkers.

The infant data suggest that it is probably not talker variabil-
ity per se that has an effect; instead, overall irrelevant acoustic
variability may play a role in learning the speech contrast. This
notion echoes the results of some L2 phonetic training studies,
demonstrating influences of acoustic variability in phonemi-
cally irrelevant cues on retuning learners’ attention (e.g.,
Cheng et al., 2019; Kondaurova & Francis, 2010). For exam-
ple, Kondaurova and Francis (2010) compared the effective-
ness of three methods (i.e., adaptive training with controlled
duration, inhibition training with variable duration, and proto-
type training with a natural cue distribution) on training native
Spanish listeners to perceive English /i/-/ɪ/. While native Amer-
ican English speakers have been found to use the spectral
cues predominantly (Flege et al., 1997; Hillenbrand et al.,
2000), Spanish learners of English primarily rely on the dura-
tional cue. Kondaurova and Francis (2010) found an increase
in the perceptual weighting of the spectral cues in all the three
training groups, with the inhibition training with more variability
in duration being more effective than the other two methods in
terms of withdrawing attention from vowel duration. Converg-
ing supports for the hypothesis also come from the predictions
of the computational models in which irrelevant cues will com-
pete with relevant cues so that the dissociation of these irrele-
vant cues to establish abstract category distinctions may be
the key mechanism responsible for generalization
(Apfelbaum & McMurray, 2011; Ramscar & Baayen, 2013).

Like native speakers of Spanish, adult Chinese speakers
also rely predominantly on the durational rather than spectral
cues in both perception and production of the English /i/-/ɪ/
contrast (Escudero & Boersma, 2004; Liu et al., 2014;
Morrison, 2005). Given this fact, the present investigation fol-
lowed up our recent study (Cheng et al., 2019) in training Chi-
nese adults to learn the English /i/-/ɪ/ contrast and further
tested the hypothesis that increasing the amount of acoustic
variability along the secondary dimension (i.e., vowel duration)
can induce successful learning independent of talker variabil-
ity. Specifically, Cheng et al. (2019) adopted an improved
HVPT paradigm first introduced by Zhang et al. (2000),
Zhang et al. (2009) by incorporating several important features
to simulate “enriched” exposure for facilitating speech learning.
In addition to incremental levels of talker variability across the
training sessions, one salient feature was the structured sup-
port of adaptive scaffolding by introducing decremental levels
of acoustic exaggeration inspired by benefits of the infant-
directed speech that is more acoustically variable than speech
directed to adults to category learning (Burnham et al., 2002;
Kitamura et al., 2001; Kitamura & Burnham, 2003; Kuhl
et al., 1997; Uther et al., 2007). Another is the presence of syn-
chronous visible articulatory cues which was documented in
the literature to greatly improve the articulation by nonnative
learners (Kuhl, 2000) and the intelligibility of speech in adverse
listening conditions (Sumby & Pollack, 1954). Results showed
that this modified training paradigm with varying levels of tem-
poral exaggeration successfully reduced Chinese L2 learners’
reliance on the durational cue to the /i/-/ɪ/ contrast, together
with corresponding changes in brain responses at the pre-
attentive neural level. As the previous studies (Cheng et al.,
2019; Zhang et al., 2009) integrated talker variability with the
additional features of acoustic exaggeration and audiovisual
input, it remains unclear whether talker variability plays a criti-
cal role in this modified HVPT paradigm.

Our central question in this follow-up study was whether
greater talker variability is indispensable in nonnative phonetic
learning within the context of the modified HVPT protocol. We
were motivated to test the hypothesis that sources of irrelevant
acoustic variability, including talker variability but not specific to
talker variability, would be able to facilitate phonetic learning
and produce generalization effects. If between-talker variability
is an indispensable factor in inducing successful learning, then
the multiple-talker training condition would produce better out-
comes than the single-talker condition. Alternatively, if the
single-talker condition that combines adaptive, enhanced tem-
poral variability with audiovisual input leads to generalization
effects comparable to the multiple-talker condition, then
talker-specific variations may not be crucial in L2 phonetic
learning as previously thought. To this end, we contrasted
training effects of multiple-talker speech (MT) versus single-
talker speech (ST) with the use of irrelevant acoustic variability
and audio-visual exposure that may facilitate speech learning
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(Hardison, 2003; Inceoglu, 2015). For comparison, we added
independent subject groups to verify whether we could repli-
cate the advantages of multiple-talker training over single-
talker training when the additional “enhancement” features of
audiovisual input and adaptive acoustic exaggeration were
removed from our HVPT protocol.

To assess the training effects in pre- and post-tests, we
used identification of naturally-produced words by native Eng-
lish speakers and further examined learners’ attention to the
primary spectral cues and the secondary durational cue with
a carefully controlled grid of computer-synthesized phonemes.
Assuming that generalized learning to novel stimuli may stem
from the ability to extract category-relevant information and
develop robust representations of phonological categories,
detailed measures of cue weighting before and after training
would provide a direct index of learning-induced changes of
attention to the acoustic cues for the speech contrast
(Francis et al., 2000; Holt & Lotto, 2006). Numerous studies
have demonstrated the feasibility of HVPT in shifting cue
weighting for L2 learners (Cheng et al., 2019;
Giannakopoulou et al., 2013; Grenon et al., 2019; Ylinen
et al., 2010). For example, Ylinen et al. (2010) used a modified
HVPT technique with acoustic stimuli equated in vowel dura-
tion to train native speakers of Finnish to identify English /i/
and /ɪ/, aiming to force the learners to rely on the spectral cues.
Results showed significant improvements in identifying both
natural and duration-equalized stimuli. However, it remains to
be tested whether the reduced reliance on the durational cue
actually implies the increase of learners’ reliance on the spec-
tral cues for natural word identification as the training effects
were tested with duration-equalized stimuli. In this regard, we
used both synthetic stimuli and naturally produced word stimuli
in pre- and post-training identification tasks and adopted a
logistic regression model to fit the participants’ response data
that can provide values of stimulus-tuned coefficients as mea-
sures of acoustic cue weights (Morrison, 2005, 2007; Morrison
& Kondaurova, 2009).

Furthermore, we assessed the participants’ pre- and post-
training performance in production tasks. Despite evidence
for direct or indirect links between perception and production
(e.g., Best, 1995; Diehl & Kluender, 1989; Liberman &
Mattingly, 1989), L2 perceptual training studies have not con-
sistently found significant relationships between perceptual
learning and speech production outcomes. In some cases,
there were generalization effects from perceptual training to
production (Bradlow et al., 1997, 1999; Sakai & Moorman,
2018). In other cases, studies have found little or no relation-
ship between perceptual learning and production (e.g.,
Alshangiti & Evans, 2014). In particular, several studies have
specifically compared effects of multiple- versus single-talker
perception training on production (Brosseau-Lapré et al.,
2013; Dong et al., 2019; Kartushina & Martin, 2019), and the
results are mixed. For example, Kartushina and Martin
(2019) trained native Spanish speakers with no knowledge of
French to produce the French /e/–/e/ vowels. While both train-
ing conditions improved production accuracy, only the multiple-
talker training generalized learning to the production of sounds
elicited by a new talker. Dong and colleagues (2019), by con-
trast, found that training with a single talker versus four talkers
led to equivalent amounts of generalization when training
naïve English speakers to produce Mandarin tones. To our
knowledge, previous training studies have not investigated
transfer of learning by directly testing perceptual training
effects on the use of primary vs. secondary cues in speech
production. To this end, we attempted to examine the
perception-production link further by investigating the possible
changes in the use of spectral vs. durational cues in production
that could occur as a result of perceptual training in the
multiple-talker and single-talker conditions.
2. Method

2.1. Participants

In the main experiment with our enhanced HVPT protocol, a
total of 60 native speakers of Mandarin Chinese at Xi’an Jiao-
tong University (mean age: 21, range: 18–28) were recruited
with written informed consent, following the ethical research
approval of the Institutional Review Board for Biomedical
Research at Xi’an Jiaotong University. All participants are
right-handed, and none reported a history of speech, language
or hearing problems or disorders during screening. They had
studied English in school for at least 9 years but did not use
English on a regular basis. None of the participants reported
having spent over one month in an English-speaking country
or community. The participants were compensated for partici-
pation and were randomly assigned to three groups: 20 in
the multiple-talker (MT) group, 20 in the single-talker (ST)
group, and 20 in the control (CTRL) group that did not receive
training. Another 40 participants were recruited for the compar-
ison of MT and ST training without the use of additional fea-
tures of audiovisual input and adaptive acoustic exaggeration
in the training stimuli. See supplemental materials for details.
2.2. Stimuli

In the training protocols for the MTand ST groups, 30 differ-
ent monosyllabic word tokens (15 minimal pairs, see Appen-
dix) containing the target phonemes of /i/ and /ɪ/ were
repeated four times in pseudo-random order in each session
(7 sessions in total) for a total of 840 trials. The key difference
in the MT vs. ST training was the number of native speakers of
American English (i.e. four speakers vs. one speaker). In the
canonical HVPT paradigm, training stimuli are naturally spo-
ken words. The present study followed Cheng et al. (2019) with
manipulations in PRAAT (Boersma & Weenink, 2016) to incor-
porate four levels of temporal exaggeration: 300, 208, 144 and
100% (with no exaggeration). Fig. 1 shows the 3D acoustic dis-
tributions of the first formant (F1), the second formant (F2), and
duration measures of the target phonemes (i.e., English /i/ and
/ɪ/) in the speech tokens in the MT and ST training conditions.
For the stimuli used in the MT and ST conditions, systematic
lengthening (300, 208, 144, and 100%) along the duration
dimension were equally applied to all the tokens, which pro-
vided irrelevant and uninformative information about the cate-
gory distinction. By contrast, the stimuli included variations
along the spectral dimensions (i.e., F1 and F2) that are critical
to the target phoneme category membership. Digital video
recordings of the talkers were used as visual cues in the train-
ing program (Zhang & Cheng, 2011). The video frames of each



Fig. 1. Acoustic distribution of the training stimuli along the F1, F2 and duration dimensions in the two training conditions.

Fig. 2. Plot of the 7x7 stimulus grid along the F1, F2, and duration dimensions for the
synthetic phoneme identification task.
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word token in the training program were edited in Final Cut Stu-
dio (Apple Inc.) to match the different levels of temporal mod-
ifications. Five new minimal pairs produced by two new talkers
(one female and one male, audio track only) were adopted in
the seven progress-monitoring quizzes following each training
session.

The natural word stimuli in the identification test were
recorded from four native speakers of American English
(2 males and 2 females). None of these native speakers of
English were used for the training. Altogether, 160 natural
tokens were used (20 words (i.e., 10 minimal pairs) � 4 talk-
ers � 2 times). Among the 10 minimal pairs, 4 minimal pairs
were selected from the training materials and other 6 minimal
pairs were untrained words (see Appendix).

The synthesized vowel stimuli used the design of English /i/
to /ɪ/ continuum (Cheng & Zhang, 2013). The /i/ and /ɪ/ sounds
were first recorded at 44.1 kHz sampling rate in the “hVd” con-
text read by a male native English speaker. Then the vowels
were digitally cut out and processed (overlap-add method) to
have an equal duration of 170 ms and fade-in/fade-out time
of 10 ms using Sound Forge (SoundForge9, Sony Corporation,
Japan). For the endpoint /i/ sound, the F1 and F2 frequencies
are 353 and 2340 Hz. For the endpoint /ɪ/ sound, F1 and F2
were 437 and 2005 Hz. A seven-step continuum between
the two endpoints was then generated by varying in spectral
characteristics using a morphing technique in the STRAIGHT
package (Kawahara et al., 1999) on the MATLAB platform
(MathWorks Corporation, United States). For each sound in
the continuum, the PSOLA method in PRAAT was employed
to create a seven-step continuum that varied in vowel duration
ranging from 250 to 100 ms (25 ms/step) (see Fig. 2). The end-
points were chosen to be 250 ms and 100 ms, and 7 steps for
the duration continuum were implemented to avoid listeners’
potential preference on the dimension with the least variability
(Bohn, 1995). Each step along the duration continuum was
equivalent to one just noticeable difference (JND) for English
listeners (Klatt, 1976), as was each step along the spectral
continuum based on the F1 values 11–14 Hz following
Kewley-Port and Watson (1994). All of the 49 stimuli (7
steps � 7 steps) (Fig. 2) were normalized to have equal aver-
age root mean square intensity.
2.3. Procedure

Identical tests were conducted one week before and one
week after training, including both perception and production
tasks. For the identification task, the synthetic vowel stimuli
were presented using E-PRIME Version 2.0 (Psychology Soft-
ware Tools Inc., United States) on a DELL Desktop through
headphones (Sennheiser, CX1) at approximately 70 dB SPL.
For each trial the auditory stimulus was presented with two
possible answers (i.e., /i/ and /ɪ/, represented in International
Phonetic Alphabet, and a written sample word was given for
each sound) shown on the computer screen. The participants
had learned the IPA symbols in their English curriculum since
middle school. The experimenters verified that each participant
correctly recognized the /i/ and /ɪ/ symbols in association with a
minimal pair (“beat” vs. “bit”) before the experiment. The partic-
ipants were required to label which of the two vowels they
heard by pressing the corresponding keys on a CHRONOS
keypad (Psychology Software Tools Inc., United States). Each
trial was self-paced, although the participants were instructed
to respond as quickly as possible. The 10 repetitions for each



Table 1
Talker number and temporal exaggeration setup for the training sessions of the MT
(multiple talkers) and ST (single talker) training groups.

Session Stimuli Talker number

MT ST

Session 1 exaggerated 300% 1 1
Session 2 exaggerated 300% 2 1
Session 3 exaggerated 300% 3 1
Session 4 exaggerated 300% 4 1
Session 5 exaggerated 208% 4 1
Session 6 exaggerated 144% 4 1
Session 7 natural 100% 4 1
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sound in the 7x7 stimulus grid were used within one random-
ized block. The experiment started with a brief familiarization
phase immediately followed by the test phase. The average
completion time for the synthetic phoneme identification task
with a total of 490 trials was about 12 minutes. None of the syn-
thesized vowels were used in training.

In order to further test generalization to new talkers and new
phonetic contexts, the natural word identification task used 8
trained minimal-pair words and 12 untrained minimal-pair
words, produced by four new native American English speak-
ers (2 males and 2 females). Each word was presented eight
times. In this task, participants were asked to judge whether
the word they heard included /i/ or /ɪ/ by clicking the icons of
the two phonemes on the screen. The average running time
was about 8 min.

In the production task, the same set of the 20 words
employed in the natural word identification task were used as
production prompts. The visually printed words were presented
to the participants with corresponding phonetic transcriptions
which the participants were familiar with. The participants were
instructed to speak the words two times each at a normal rate
as in an example carrier sentence “Say the word ‘heat’”. The
recordings were made using PRAAT at 44.1 kHz, 16-bit quan-
tization with the SHURE SM58 (SHURE, United States) micro-
phone positioned in a sound-treated booth approximately
20 cm in front and 45� to the right of the participants’ lips.
The participants completed the word production task before
the perception tasks to minimize influences of exposure to
the same words spoken by native speakers of English in the
perception task.

The 60 native Chinese participants were randomly assigned
to three groups with 20 in each, including two training groups
(MT and ST) and a control group (CTRL). To verify that partic-
ipants’ perceptual performance was not significantly different
between groups before training, we conducted a one-way
ANOVA with one between-group factor Group (MT, ST, CTRL)
for the perception data obtained from the pretest. No significant
differences between the three groups were found in the relative
weights of the three acoustic cues [F(2,57) = 0.075, p = .928,
g2p = 0.003 for F1; F(2,57) = 0.016, p = .984, g2p = 0.001 for F2;
F(2,57) = 0.004, p = .996, g2p < 0.001 for vowel duration], and
in the word identification [F(2,57) = 0.013, p = .987, g2p < 0.001
for all tested words]. The MT training used minimal-pair words
produced by four talkers whereas the ST training used only
one single talker. All other features in the training program were
matched between the MT and ST groups. Both training groups
completed 7 sessions during one lab visit as in our previous
study (Cheng et al., 2019), starting from the most exaggerated
sounds with one talker only and gradually reducing exaggeration
level and adding talkers only in the MT condition (see Table 1).

Two additional groups (20 participants each for MT and ST
training) were recruited to test the training protocol without the
use of additional features of audiovisual input and adaptive
acoustic exaggeration (See supplemental materials for more
details). All other aspects were kept the same as the HVPT
program with those enhancement features.

In each session, the trainees were instructed to click either
icon of phonemes presented by the IPA in the center of the
screen randomly and saw a talker utter a word containing
the clicked phoneme in the visual video. Each icon contained
60 words ready to be clicked. After completion of the 120 trials
in a training session, a quiz of 10 untrained words produced by
new talkers was given. The trainees could move on to the next
session when the percentage accuracy from the quiz was
equal to or above 90%. If the participants did not meet the cri-
terion, they were required to do the same training session one
more time followed by the same quiz. After the repeat session,
there was no requirement of percentage accuracy for moving
on to the next session. For the total training session, in both
the MT group and the ST group, the participants generally fin-
ished 9–12 training sessions (including the repeat sessions)
which took them approximately 60–90 min, depending on each
trainee’s number of repeat sessions and response pace.
2.4. Data analysis

For the quiz performances across the training sessions, we
used a statistical permutation test (the
‘compareGrowthCurves’ function in the ‘statmod’ package by
Giner and Symth (2016)) to compare the two training groups’
progress rates as respectively reflected by percentage accu-
racy and response time of each quiz over the 7-session train-
ing course. This non-parametric test does not make strict
assumptions about the underlying structure of the data distri-
bution, and is considered suitable for comparing time series
data. The p-value was estimated by 10,000 permutations for
the mean t.

For word identification, percent accuracy and response time
data from the pre- and post-tests were compared using
repeated measures ANOVA with one between-group factor
Group (MT, ST, CTRL) and one within-group factor Training
(pre-training, post-training) to examine whether there was sig-
nificant training-induced improvement and generalization.
Moreover, a one-way ANOVA with one between-group factor
Group (MT, ST) was conducted on difference scores (pre vs.
post) for all the tested words and the untrained words to exam-
ine which training condition could result in greater gains and
generalization.

In order to investigate the potential effect of word frequency
on word identification performance, we calculated word fre-
quency indices of the test words using the online Word Fre-
quency Count SUBTLEXUS resource which is reported to
better approximate everyday language exposure (Brysbaert
& New, 2009). Spearman correlation analyses were then con-
ducted between the word-frequency indices and the pre-test
and post-test results (Cebrian & Carlet, 2014).

To examine training-induced changes in perceptual weight-
ing of the spectral and temporal cues, the data for the synthetic
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vowel stimuli were subject to binary logistic regression analy-
sis, in which case a logistic regression model was fitted to
the individual’s proportion of /i/ responses. The model provided
spectrally- and duration-tuned coefficients to explain the effect
on the log odds (the probability of selecting /i/) of a one-unit
change in the corresponding predictors (F1, F2, and vowel
duration). The values of the spectral and duration properties
were standardized by means of centering and scaling before
the fit (Escudero et al., 2009). Instead of directly using stan-
dardized regression coefficients, we adopted the relative
weight analysis (RWA) as a supplement to the logistic regres-
sion to measure the contribution strength of each predictor to
the category (Tonidandel & LeBreton, 2015). The RWA solves
the problem of multicolinearity by transforming variables to a
new set of predictors which are orthogonal to one another,
and thus measures a predictor’s importance by incorporating
both its direct effect as well as its joint effect with other predic-
tors (Johnson, 2000; Tonidandel & LeBreton, 2010). For statis-
tical comparison, a repeated measures ANOVA with one
between-group factor Group (MT, ST, CTRL) and one within-
group factor Training (pre-training, post-training) was run on
the RWA coefficients to examine whether training significantly
changed the weighting of spectral and durational cues. One-
way ANOVA with one between-group factor Group (MT, ST)
was further conducted on the difference scores between the
RWA coefficients at the pretest and posttest to investigate
which training condition was more effective in increasing the
learners’ attention to the spectral cues and decreasing their
attention to the duration cue. Furthermore, response time data
from the pre- and post-tests were compared using a repeated
measures ANOVA with one between-group factor Group (MT,
ST, CTRL) and one within-group factor Training (pre-training,
post-training) to examine whether there were any significant
training-induced changes.

Production performance was evaluated with intelligibility
scores and acoustic measurements. In order to obtain intelligi-
bility scores, the participants’ word productions (normalized for
equal average RMS intensity in Praat) were presented in a
forced-choice identification task to two monolingual native
English adult listeners, who grew up in the mid-west region
of the United States. The two evaluators were naïve listeners
who had little prior experience with Chinese English-as-a-
second-language learners. They had normal hearing and
vision, and no medical history of speech and language prob-
lems or neurological disorders. They were paid for the partici-
pation. In the task, the 2400 trials (20 words � 60
participants � 2 tests) were randomly sequenced in six blocks
with three repetitions for each target word. There was a good
agreement between the two evaluators assessed by the
intra-class correlation coefficient (ICC), using the two-way
random-effects model and “average” unit, kappa = 0.873,
p < .001 for the pre-test data, kappa = 0.891, p < .001 for
the post-test data (Shrout & Fleiss, 1979). Thus, the intelligibil-
ity scores were tallied and averaged respectively for the two
target phonemes after comparing consistency of the two eval-
uators. The intelligibility scores were then compared using a
repeated measures ANOVA with one between-group factor
Group (MT, ST, CTRL) and one within-group factor Training
(pre-training, post-training) to examine whether there was sig-
nificant training-induced improvement.
The production data in the pre- and post-tests were further
measured acoustically in terms of vowel duration, F1 and F2
frequencies. The onset of each vowel was labeled at the first
positive peak in the periodic portion, and the offset was marked
at the point of a significant decrease in overall amplitude and
waveform complexity. The F1/F2 values were measured as
an unweighted mean of frequencies at five temporally equidis-
tant locations corresponding to the 20–35–50–65–80%-point
of the vowel, by centering a 25-ms Hanning window at each
temporal location, based on 14-pole linear predictive coding
analysis (Jacewicz et al., 2011). In order to minimize frequency
differences between males and females, frequency values
were converted from Hertz to Barks (Traunmüller, 1990), and
were transformed to z-scores for each participant. To control
differences in speaking rate among the words, the duration
data were also converted to z-scores for each participant. Fol-
lowing the perceptual data analysis, we used the RWA coeffi-
cients as a supplement to the logistic regression to gauge each
participant’s use of F1, F2, and vowel duration in production.
3. Results

The results reported below are for the main experiment with
the enhanced HVPT protocol unless specified otherwise. Due
to space consideration, data from the additional MT and ST
groups with the Canonical HVPT training are reported in com-
parison with the CTRL group in the supplemental materials.
Significant advantages of MT over ST training were observed
when the additional features of audiovisual input and adaptive
acoustic exaggeration were removed from the training
protocol.
3.1. Perception data

The participants’ progress during the training program is
depicted in Fig. 3. The ST group appeared to show a faster
progress rate in terms of percent correct accuracy than the
MT group. However, the permutation test results did not show
statistically significant differences between the two training
conditions, either in terms of accuracy [mean t = �0.145,
p = .928] or mean response time [mean t = 0.148, p = .890].

For the word identification task, there was a significant
Group � Training interaction effect for the percent correct
scores [F(2,57) = 7.303, p = .002, g2p = 0.204]. Simple effect test
showed that the identification accuracy of the MTand ST groups
significantly improved after training with the increase of 16%
(p < .001) and 16.9% (p < .001) respectively (see Fig. 4). As
expected, the CTRL group did not change in the pre-post com-
parison (p = .962). Furthermore, there was no significant differ-
ence between the two training groups [F(1,38) = 0.022,
p = .883, g2p = 0.001], suggesting that the MT and ST training
conditions were equally effective. As all the words in the pre-
and post-tests were produced by new talkers, the participants
under the ST condition showed similar extent of generalization
to new talkers compared with those trained with multiple talkers.
For the response time, a significant main effect for Group was
observed [F(2,57) = 4.936, p = .011, g2p = 0.148]. Post hoc test
showed that the response time of the ST group was significantly
longer than that of the CTRL group (p = .009). There was no sig-
nificant main effect for Training [F(1,57) = 0.36, p = .551,



Fig. 3. Quiz scores after each training session in the multiple-talker (MT) and single-talker (ST) conditions as assessed in percent correct accuracy and mean response time.

Fig. 4. Boxplots for percent correct accuracy of natural word identification performance of each group before and after training.
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g2p = 0.006] or interaction effect for Training � Group [F
(2,57) = 0.822, p = .445, g2p = 0.028].

Further analysis on accuracy data for the untrained words
(i.e., new phonetic contexts for the target phonemes) showed
a significant Group � Training interaction effect [F
(2,57) = 6.834, p = .002, g2p = 0.193] (Fig. 4). Simple effect test
revealed that the identification accuracy of the MT and ST
groups significantly improved after training with the increase of
18.2% (p < .001) and 18.1% (p < .001) respectively. There
was no significant change in the CTRL group (p = .826). Here
again, there was no main effect of Group between the MT and
ST training groups [F(1,38) = 0.001, p = .978, g2p < 0.001], indi-
cating virtually no difference between the two training conditions
in terms of transfer of learning to new phonetic contexts. In the
response time data (Fig. 5), the same pattern was observed with
a significant main effect for Group [F(2,57) = 3.749, p = .030,
g2p = 0.116], and no significant main effect for Training [F
(1,57) = 0.188, p = .667, g2p = 0.003] or interaction effect for
Training � Group [F(2,57) = 0.586, p = .560, g2p = 0.020].

To determine effects of word frequency on word identifica-
tion performance, Spearman correlation analyses were con-
ducted, which showed non-significant correlations between
the word frequency indices and the accuracy data (r = 0.273,
p = .245 for the pre-test results; r = 0.284, p = .224 for the
post-test results), and between the word frequency indices
and the response time (r = �0.119, p = .618 for the pre-test
results; r = 0.108, p = .652 for the post-test results). These
results suggest there was no reliable evidence for the effect



Fig. 5. Boxplots for response time of natural word identification performance of each group before and after training.
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of word frequency on the test words we used, indicating that
the identification performance could not be attributed to possi-
ble differences in word frequency.

Fig. 6 shows the categorization pattern of the three groups
for the synthetic continua before and after training. For simplic-
ity in illustration, 2d heat plots were generated with the F1 and
duration dimensions. Each cell represents one stimulus in the
Fig. 6. Heat plots for categorization of the synthetic /i/-/ɪ/ grid along the F1 and duration di
represents the percentage response for /i/, with the darkest cells eliciting the highest portion
7 � 7 stimulus grid, with darker cells representing a larger pro-
portion of /i/ response. Visual inspections showed noticeable
trends. Prior to training, higher F1 values elicited a fair amount
of /i/ response. After receiving the training, the participants’ /i/
responses clustered more in the space defined by lower F1
values, and they showed less reliance on duration after train-
ing. For statistical analysis, we used the spectrum- and
mensions. Each cell represents one stimulus in the 7x7 grid. The darkness of the cell
of /i/ response and the white cells the lowest.
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duration-tuned RWA coefficients to estimate the relative cue
weights used by each participant, with greater value of the
coefficient denoting heavier weighting for the cue (see
Fig. 7). For the F1-tuned RWA coefficients, results demon-
strated a significant interaction effect of Group � Training [F
(2,57) = 15.961, p < .001, g2p = 0.359]. Simple effect test showed
that the cue weights of F1 in both the MT and ST groups signif-
icantly increased after training (p < .001 and p < .001, respec-
tively). But the CTRL group did not change significantly before
and after training (p = .965). For the F2-tuned coefficients, like-
wise, results showed a significant interaction effect of
Group � Training [F(2,57) = 13.695, p < .001, g2p = 0.325]. Sim-
ple effect test showed that the cue weights of F2 in both the MT
and ST groups significantly increased after training (p < .001 and
p < .001, respectively). Again, there was no significant change in
the CTRL group (p = .976). For the duration-tuned coefficients,
there was also a significant interaction effect of
Group � Training [F(2,57) = 9.447, p < .001, g2p = 0.249]. Simple
effect test showed that the cue weights of duration in both the
MT and ST groups significantly decreased after training
(p < .001 and p < .001, respectively), while no significant change
was found in the CTRL group (p = .88).

Direct comparison between the MT and ST groups showed
no main group effects in the pre-post differences for the F1-
tuned coefficients [F(1,38) = 0.006, p = .939, g2p < 0.001], the
F2-tuned coefficients [F(1,38) = 0.142, p = .709, g2p = 0.004],
Fig. 7. Boxplots for the RWA coefficients of F1, F2, and duration measu
and the duration-tuned coefficients [F(1,38) = 0.165, p = .687,
g2p = 0.004]. These results suggest that the MT and ST training
conditions were similarly effective on increasing weights
assigned to spectral properties and decreasing weights given
to stimulus duration.

We also ran repeated measures ANOVA with the between-
group factor Group (MT, ST, CTRL) and the within-group factor
Training (pre-training, post-training) on the response time of
the synthetic phoneme identification (Fig. 8). We observed sig-
nificant main effects for Training [F(1,57) = 34.501, p < .001,
g2p = 0.377] and Group [F(2,57) = 3.616, p = .033, g2p = 0.113].
Paired comparison showed that the response time after training
was significantly shorter than the pre-training response time
(p < .001). In addition, the response time of the ST group was
significantly longer than that of the CTRL group (p = .044), which
was similar to their performance in the natural word identifica-
tion. It is likely that the shorter response time after training
was due to the familiarity with the test task and the synthetic
phoneme since there was no significant interaction effect of
Training and Group [F(2,57) = 0.224, p = .800, g2p = 0.008].
Therefore, training itself did not appear to produce facilitating
effects in the response time measures in our study.

In order to better understand the relationship between word
learning and cue weighting strategies, we used the median as
the cut-off to divide the participants of the four training groups
(see supplemental materials) as good learners whose word
red in the perception data of each group before and after training.



Fig. 8. Boxplots for the response time of the synthetic phoneme of each group before
and after training.
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identification scores were above the median (n = 40) and poor
learners whose word identification performance was below the
median (n = 40). A one-way ANOVA (good versus poor learn-
ers) was conducted on the amounts of F1, F2 and duration
weight changes. Results revealed a significant main effect of
Group for duration weight changes [F(1,78) = 4.730,
p = .033, g2p = 0.057], and the effect of Group tended to be sig-
nificant for F1 [F(1,78) = 3.835, p = .054, g2p = 0.047] and F2 [F
(1,78) = 3.762, p = .056, g2p = 0.046] weight changes. Overall, the
good learners appeared to show greater shifts to the spectral
cues, and greater shifts away from the duration cue, relative to
the poor learners.

3.2. Production data

Fig. 9 shows percent correct intelligibility scores for the
three groups. For all the produced words, there were no main
effects for Training [F(1,57) = 1.340, p = .252, g2p = 0.023] or
Group [F(1,57) = 1.243, p = .296, g2p = 0.042]. There was also
no significant interaction effect. Further analysis on the untrained
words also revealed no significant main effects [F(1,57) = 1.287,
p = .261, g2p = 0.022 for Training, [F(1,57) = 1.271, p = .288,
g2p = 0.043 for Group]. Nor was there any interaction effect.
These data suggest that word intelligibility of the foreign-
accented speech as rated by two naïve native English listeners
did not improve as a result of training.

Fig. 10 shows the scatter plots of acoustic measures of the
target vowels in the F1 and duration dimensions for the pre-
and post- word production data. Visual inspections of the clus-
ters along the two dimensions suggest that prior to training, the
two vowel categories showed much overlapping in the F1
dimension and were largely separated along the duration
dimension for all the three subject groups. After training, the
two categories for the MTand ST groups appeared to be more
separated along the F1 dimension.

Acoustic measures of the production data tell a different
story from the intelligibility scores. Training significantly chan-
ged the cue weighting in production along all the three key
acoustic dimensions for both the MT and ST groups but not
in the CTRL group. Fig. 11 shows the three subject groups’
boxplots of RWA coefficients for each key dimension (F1, F2,
and duration) from production data in the pre- and post-tests.
Consistent with previous studies, the RWA coefficients pat-
terns demonstrated that before training, the participants in
the three groups primarily used the durational cue instead of
F1 or F2 to signify the vowel contrast. For the F1-tuned coeffi-
cients, the repeated measures ANOVA results demonstrated a
significant interaction effect of Group � Training [F
(2,57) = 6.251, p = .004, g2p = 0.180]. Simple effect test showed
that the cue weights of F1 in both the MT and ST groups signif-
icantly increased after training (p < .001 and p = .002, respec-
tively). The CTRL group did not change significantly
(p = .715). For the F2-tuned coefficients, likewise, results
showed a significant interaction effect of Group � Training [F
(2,57) = 3.274, p = .045, g2p = 0.103]. Further comparisons
revealed that the cue weights of F2 in both the MT and ST
groups significantly increased after training (p = .002 and
p = .004, respectively), whereas the CTRL group did not change
significantly (p = .976). Results of the duration-tuned coefficients
also indicated a significant interaction effect of Group � Training
[F(2,57) = 5.754, p = .005, g2p = 0.168]. Further comparisons
showed that the weights of duration in both the MT and ST
groups significantly decreased after training (p = .003 and
p < .001, respectively), with no significant change in the CTRL
group (p = .799).

Similar to the perception results, direct comparisons
between the MT and ST groups showed no main effects of
Group in the difference scores of the F1-tuned coefficients [F
(1,38) = 0.393, p = .535, g2p = 0.010], the F2-tuned coefficients
[F(1,38) = 0.025, p = .875, g2p = 0.001], as well as the
duration-tuned coefficients [F(1,38) = 0.696, p = .409,
g2p = 0.018]. Again, these data suggest that the MT and ST con-
ditions resulted in equivalent changes in the use of more spec-
tral features and less duration in producing the vowel contrast.
4. Discussion

The current study examined the role of talker variability in
learning to perceive and produce the English /i/-/ɪ/ contrast
by adult native speakers of Mandarin Chinese in a modified
HVPT paradigm incorporating the features of adaptive tempo-
ral acoustic exaggeration and visual articulation cues. Consis-
tent with our previous study (Cheng et al., 2019), results
showed that the trained participants successfully generalized
learning to new phonetic contexts and novel talkers. Corrobo-
rating data from the synthetic phoneme identification indicated
that unlike the control group, the primary spectral cues of F1
and F2 began to carry more weights and the secondary dura-
tional cue was significantly less weighted for the trained partic-
ipants. These patterns show compelling evidence that
learning-induced changes of attention to acoustic cues to
establish robust categories are responsible for the generaliza-
tion effects (Francis et al., 2000; Holt & Lotto, 2006).

Our findings support the predictions from the Attention-To-
Dimension (A2D) models in which the process of phonetic
learning is regarded via the simultaneous operation of two
mechanisms of selective attention: enhancement of attention



Fig. 9. Mean intelligibility scores for each group’s productions as identified by native American English listeners.

Fig. 10. Mean production values in the combination of F1 and duration, normalized by speaker (converted to z-scores along each dimension), before (top) and after (bottom) training.
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and inhibition of attention (Francis & Nusbaum, 2002;
Goldstone, 1994, 1998; Nosofsky, 1986; Ylinen et al., 2010;
Zhang et al., 2009). More specifically, enhancement of atten-
tion to a given dimension would “stretch” the perceptual dis-
tance between tokens along this dimension, thus increasing
differentiability of the tokens. On the other hand, inhibition of
attention would “shrink” the perceptual distance between
tokens along the given dimension, leading to poorer differenti-
ation between the tokens. Of particular relevance to our pur-
pose, these mechanisms are characterized by researchers
(Aha & Goldstone, 1990; Nosofsky, 1986) as adjusting atten-
tional weights given to particular dimensions. Our findings of



Fig. 11. Boxplots for the RWA coefficients of F1, F2, and duration measured in the production data of each group before and after training.
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training-induced cue reweighting lend support to the assump-
tion that during perceptual learning attention is allocated to
dimensions which are important for specific events; in this
case, the spectral F1 and F2 properties for categorizing the
/i/-/ɪ/ contrast. It is thus plausible that non-native speech learn-
ing involves changes in relative cue weighting to resemble the
pattern of native speakers of L2. Especially, we found that the
successful learners tended to weight more the relevant dimen-
sions and less the irrelevant dimensions, consistent with previ-
ous research findings that learning variability in non-native
speech can be accounted by differences in cue weighting
(Chandrasekaran et al., 2010). Therefore, our study con-
tributes to L2 phonetic learning by providing evidence that
given appropriate training procedures, attentional weights
would be reorganized to accommodate nonnative phonetic
contrasts, perhaps resulting in a reorganization of learners’
phonological spaces. This reorganization then facilitates gen-
eralization of learning obtained from a trained set to a novel
set of speech tokens.

The pre- and post-test production data showed an interest-
ing two-faced story. The lack of pre-post changes in intelligibil-
ity scores across the three subject groups as rated by two
native speakers of American English appeared contradictory
to previous studies demonstrating that perceptual learning
can be transferred to production in terms of word intelligibility
(e.g., Bradlow et al., 1997; Flege et al., 1997). For example,
Bradlow et al. (1997) reported changes in productions of Eng-
lish /r/ and /l/ by native speakers of Japanese following HVPT.
Native English listeners identified the participants’ post-training
word productions as being significantly better than their pro-
ductions before training. Nonetheless, in Bradlow et al.’s
(1997) study, participants were found to use secondary cues
in production such as segment duration which were unreliable
for their perceptual categorization but could possibly increase
the intelligibility of their productions. In the present study, how-
ever, acoustic analyses of the production data revealed that
our trained participants in both MTand ST groups did show sig-
nificant increase in using the critical spectral cues and
decrease in the secondary durational cue, in accordance with
the cue reweighting patterns found in their perception data.
Although native English speakers tend to rely on the spectral
cues, with duration being utilized at a lesser rate (e.g.,
Hillenbrand et al., 2000), both of the two acoustic cues can dif-
ferentiate the vowel contrast. Given that the participants’
greater use of duration before training might help increase
the intelligibility of their productions to the native English listen-
ers as suggested by Bradlow et al. (1997), their reduction in
the use of vowel duration might decrease the intelligibility while
the extent of the increased spectrum use is inadequate to com-
pensate this loss of word intelligibility. Future research could
explore this possibility by incorporating spectral exaggeration
levels (Zhang et al., 2009) without temporal exaggeration
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(Ylinen et al., 2010) and lengthening the training program with
more sessions to see whether greater amounts of increase in
spectral weights can be induced without a corresponding
decrease in the weighting for the secondary duration cue to
show word intelligibility improvement. Nevertheless, we
observed the perception-production link to the extent that per-
ceptual learning was transferred to production as attested by
concomitant cue reweighting in production which well corre-
sponds to the shifting pattern found in the perceptual cue
weighting, which is consistent with previous studies demon-
strating a strong link between speech perception and produc-
tion in the learning process (Bradlow et al., 1997; Fox, 1982;
Newman, 2003; Rvachew, 1994).

Our ultimate goal is to develop effective and efficient train-
ing techniques to facilitate and hopefully optimize nonnative
speech learning by adults. As we introduced earlier, ample
available phonetic training studies have demonstrated signifi-
cant advantages of multiple-talker training over single-talker
training in the absence of acoustic exaggeration, audiovisual
exposure, and adaptive procedure. Results of the subject
groups who received the canonical HVPT without the addi-
tional enhancement features confirmed significant benefits
for our multiple-talker speech materials in the absence of the
enhancement features in our training protocol (see Supple-
mental materials for more information). Within the context of
our modified HVPT program that integrated adaptive temporal
exaggeration and audiovisual input with seven training ses-
sions, however, we did not observe additional benefits of
greater talker variability in the MT group relative to the ST
group in any of the pre- and post-training measures of percep-
tion or production. In the literature, the use of multiple talkers is
typically considered as providing uninformative, unreliable vari-
ability to indicate their irrelevance to the target speech contrast
distinction, thus resulting in learners’ reallocating attention to
other informative, reliable cues. This account is supported by
the view of exemplar-based models that each individual token
presented during training, including phonetic and indexical
information, is stored in memory, creating a multidimensional
parametric acoustic space from which phonetic units can be
abstracted (e.g., Goldinger, 1997, 1998). Researchers have
suggested that more informative events are more likely to be
noticed and stored in exemplar memory (Pierrehumbert,
2006). In a framework where all dimensions compete, varia-
tions in idiosyncratic dimensions, such as talker-related dimen-
sions, would make those informative dimensions stand out for
learners easily to attend to. In our view, these idiosyncratic
dimensions do not have to be talker-specific. Our single-
talker training approach with adaptive temporal exaggeration
and visible dynamic articulation information in the present
study was equally effective in directing the learners’ attention
to more informative cues and producing generalization effects.
This finding is consistent with previous research observations
that vowel hyperarticulation (exaggeration) could effectively
enhance both native and non-native listeners’ neural sensitivity
to phonetic contrasts (Uther et al., 2012). More critically, as
shown by the acoustic measures of the training stimuli, our
systematic lengthening along the duration dimension provided
irrelevant and uninformative information about the category
distinction, while variations along the spectral dimensions were
relevant to the target phoneme category membership. Our
design and training results were in line with previous research
in demonstrating that exposure to acoustic dimensions that
display relevant, systematic variations to category distinction
would encourage listeners to utilize these critical dimensions
during their categorization, while exposure to acoustic dimen-
sions with category-irrelevant variations would encourage lis-
teners to ignore these dimensions (e.g., Goudbeek et al.,
2008). Together with previous findings, the key factor of exper-
imental manipulation in our training approach lies in the pres-
ence of irrelevant variability along secondary dimensions
which may include talker variability but not specific to talker
variability. This finding is also helpful to explain the mixed
results with regard to benefits of talker variability to nonnative
phonetic learning in previous studies. It is conceivable that dif-
ferent sources or amounts of acoustic variability that are not
specifically identified in training inputs would lead to diverse
generalization outcomes (Johnson et al., 1993; Peterson &
Barney, 1952). Nevertheless, considering the short training
period, there exists a possibility that the use of multiple talkers
in our study may show benefits with additional training ses-
sions. Especially, the participants’ learning curve across the
training sessions showed that the single-talker group tended
to show a faster progress rate relative to the multiple-talker
group. It remains empirically important questions to answer
whether variability along one dimension is sufficient for the lis-
tener to show this distributional effect and whether greater
degree of phonemically irrelevant variability could produce
greater facilitating effects with optimal lengths or schedules
of training. Additional research is also needed to determine
what specific types of acoustic variability and amounts of
acoustic variation would be sufficient for the perceiver to exhi-
bit benefits of the variability in learning, which may be subject
to the influences of training protocol and listening aptitude of
individual learners (Fuhrmeister & Myers, 2020; Perrachione
et al., 2011).

An alternative plausible account is that the potential benefit
of auditory variability afforded by multiple talkers as found in
previous training studies could be offset by the additional cog-
nitive cost of processing visual information of multiple talkers in
the training sessions. Although the presence of multiple talkers
can be informative for learners to determine how variable
acoustic patterns map on to phonological categories, an
increase of talker number in an audiovisual training program
can also cause additional processing costs due to the con-
comitant increase of the variability of the way acoustic and
articulatory patterns map on to phonological categories. These
processing costs then may result in slowing speech recogni-
tion and increasing attentionally demanding process (e.g.,
Magnuson & Nusbaum, 2007; Nusbaum & Morin, 1992;
Wong et al., 2004). For example, Heald and Nusbaum
(2014) demonstrated that visual information of multiple talkers
would exacerbate talker variability effects on slowing speech
recognition. They found that listeners presented with visual
information were significantly slower to recognize speech in
the multiple-talker condition compared to the single-talker con-
dition and also were slower than listeners who were not pre-
sented with visual information. Heald and Nusbaum (2014)
argued that this exacerbated effect could not be due to the
presence of visual information alone, considering there was lit-
tle difference between the audio-only single-talker condition
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versus the audiovisual single-talker condition in their study.
There could be an interaction between the stability of visual
articulation information and the multiple-talker condition. As
suggested by Magnuson and Nusbaum (2007) that talker vari-
ability can be mediated by expectations of talker differences
listeners hold, it is possible that seeing faces of talkers is a
more powerful signal to indicate the change in talkers than
auditory-only speech and then increases the listener’s percep-
tion of variability in the audiovisual presentation, thus exacer-
bating talker variability effects. Along this line of reasoning,
given the fact that greater talker variability can incur additional
processing costs compared to single-talker speech (Chang &
Bowles, 2015; Perrachione et al., 2011; Wayland & Guion,
2004), it would not be surprising to see in our training results
that potential gains from the acoustic multi-talker variability
could be diminished by the added burden of simultaneously
processing the visual articulation information of multiple talk-
ers. Further studies will be needed to include an assessment
of participants’ perceptual abilities, including both unisensory
processing and multisensory integration, to specifically deter-
mine the influences on individual learning outcomes. In this
regard, future studies can benefit from reconsidering individual
differences in their perceptual skills and the interaction
between the effects of visual articulatory information and mul-
tiple talkers on adult nonnative phonetic learning.

One limitation of the current study is that the participants
were all college students at a highly selective university in
China. They appeared to show relatively high level of English
proficiency. Future studies can be conducted to take into
account a wider range of individual L2 proficiency and listening
aptitude to avoid influences from potential ceiling effects and
determine the effectiveness of the high variability training
approach with or without the enhancement features.
5. Conclusion

In summary, the present study replicated the effectiveness
of the modified HVPT program that incorporated important
enhancement features of adaptive acoustic exaggeration and
visual articulatory information. In the absence of the enhance-
ments, the training results also replicated the significant effect
of talker variability in HVPT for nonnative phonetic learning.
More importantly, the data further revealed that enhanced
acoustic variability along the secondary (non-critical) dimen-
sion can induce robust learning independent of talker variabil-
ity. Within this laboratory-generated “enriched” environment for
efficient nonnative speech training, greater talker variability
appears to render no additional benefits for adult L2 learners
in both domains of perception and production.
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Appendix A. List of Word Stimuli

Table A1

Example Word stimuli in the training program.
No.
 /i/
 /ɪ/
1
 deem
 dim

2
 gene
 gin

3
 sheen
 shin

4
 peat
 pit

5
 teen
 tin

6
 feels
 fills

7
 week
 wick

8
 eats
 its

9
 seeks
 six

10
 seen
 sin

11
 cheap
 chip

12
 beat
 bit

13
 beaker
 bicker

14
 candied
 candid

15
 fleet
 flit
Table A2

Example word stimuli in the quizzes after training sessions.
No.
 /i/
 /ɪ/
1
 teal
 till

2
 reap
 rip

3
 heed
 hid

4
 keen
 kin

5
 least
 list
Table A3

Example word stimuli in the perception test.
No.
 Phonetic contexts
 /i/
 /ɪ/
1
 Untrained words
 sheep
 ship

2
 beach
 bitch

3
 deep
 dip

4
 seep
 sip

5
 heed
 hid

6
 leek
 lick
7 Trained words peat pit

8
 deem
 dim

9
 teen
 tin

10
 feels
 fills
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Appendix B. Supplementary data

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.wocn.2021.101071.
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